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CPM, which stands for “cost per mille” impressions, is the price 
you pay per thousand media impressions on a digital platform or 
website. When CPMs go up, the price of advertising on that channel 
or website increases. 
CPM prices go up because of multiple factors, including higher demand for advertising inventory, a reduced 
ability to track media, and less effective advertising targeting. The combined impact of these multiple factors 
causes what’s known as CPM inflation—and it’s hitting digital marketing budgets hard. 

According to a recent article in Business Insider, year-over-year CPM prices are up nearly 40% on Meta, with the 
average CPM for Facebook at $16 (as of April 2022), up from $11. That same article notes that the cost-per-click 
for video ads on YouTube is also rising, with YouTube CPMs up 36% in April 2022 compared with the previous 
year. Cost-per-click (CPC) fees also increased on Amazon and Google, up 12% and 11%, respectively.

Advertisers can counter CPM inflation with tools that facilitate effective targeting, optimization, and 
measurement. But before you can do that, it’s important to understand all the factors contributing to CPM 
inflation and how they impact the effectiveness of digital advertising campaigns. Once armed with this 
information, you can take steps to counteract it. 

CPM inflation is a pressing concern for digital marketers. However, with a comprehensive consumer data 
strategy backed by identity resolution and audience segmentation, you can take steps to make your digital ad 
spend more effective in the face of escalating prices. 

Data, identity resolution, and audience segmentation improve digital advertising efficiency by helping marketers 
understand consumer behavior across channels and touchpoints. When customer data is unified into a single 
identity, the resulting customer profile allows you to allocate, measure, and optimize your advertising budget 
more effectively. It also lets you personalize customer outreach, including messaging, offers and promotions.
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What is CPM Inflation? 
CPM inflation, in part, refers to the increased cost per thousand impressions that advertisers pay when running ads 
on a digital channel such as:

• Websites on desktop and mobile
• Social media platforms
• Search engines (e.g., PPC ads)
• Digital video platforms (CTV/OTT)
• Mobile apps 
• Paid email (outside newsletters, sponsorships, ads, and paid email 

blasts)

CPM inflation reflects the growing cost of digital advertising, and how it has 
become more expensive to reach customers online.

And while ad prices are soaring, precisely targeting ads is becoming more difficult due to a combination of 
factors, including increased competition, an increasingly limited ability to track consumers, changes in privacy 
laws, and consumer advertising indifference. In the old days, we used to call it “banner blindness”—a reference 
to a person’s propensity to ignore digital banners across websites and apps. 

In 2021, the average person saw between 6,000 and 10,000 advertisements a day across media. This makes it 
difficult for digital advertising to stand out, particularly on the most widely used social platforms, mobile apps, 
and websites. 

A prime example of this is social media advertising fatigue. In a recent survey by SurveyMonkey, about 74% of 
consumer respondents said there are too many advertisements on social media and they’re repetitive, irrelevant 
or both.

In 2021, ad-supported Connected TV (CTV) is ubiquitous, with advertisers adopting CTV buys over traditional TV 
because it enables them to leverage a more data-driven approach without relying on third-party cookies. Many 
CTV platforms, including Hulu, Facebook Watch and YouTube, already support ads. Netflix recently announced 
they plan to introduce an ad-supported, lower subscription tier model by the end of 2022. 

Ads are present across every consumer touchpoint, from streaming audio like Spotify, within video and audio 
podcasts and on popular vertical destinations across platforms like Google. 

Case in point, Cost-per-click (CPC) on Google rose across most major categories in Q3 2021, up 43% for beauty, 
33% for home and garden and 27% for pet supplies versus the previous year. Higher CPCs are a hallmark of 
CPM inflation because advertisers get less traffic for each dollar of spend, reducing the return on investment 
(ROI) for paid media.

CPM inflation 
reflects the growing 
cost of digital 
advertising, and how 
it has become more 
expensive to reach 
customers online.

”

https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/research/europe-s-top-commercial-tv-networks-decline-in-viewing-drives-cpm-inflation#:~:text=CPM%20inflation%20is%20a%20gauge,of%20inventory%20supply%20and%20demand.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/curiosity/74-of-people-are-tired-of-social-media-ads-but-theyre-effective/
https://www.iab.com/news/digital-video-ad-spend-increased-49-in-2021-and-expected-to-reach-nearly-50-billion-in-2022-according-to-iabs-2021-video-ad-spend-and-2022-outlook-report/#:~:text=NEW%20YORK%20%E2%80%94%20May%202%2C%202022,Spend%20and%202022%20Ou
https://www.webfx.com/digital-advertising/learn/how-does-ctv-advertising-work/
https://www.emarketer.com/content/how-google-search-ad-prices-have-risen-across-retail-categories
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The top factors contributing to CPM inflation
CPM inflation happens for a variety of reasons. In some cases, it’s due to changes in how platforms are designed 
or operated. In others, it’s tied to consumer behavior changes—and sentiment—around media consumption and 
consumer responsiveness (or lack thereof) to digital advertising. The result of these differing factors is what gives 
us CPM inflation. Namely, you’re spending more on digital advertising and getting less in return.

Before addressing this inefficiency in advertising spend, it’s important to understand the top factors contributing 
to rising CPM inflation. They are:

Tracking changes in the walled gardens 
Third-party cookies, the technology used to identify and track users as they 
navigate the web, will soon be phased out. This turns popular platforms and 
systems into walled gardens (e.g., when a company like Apple or Google 
controls user access to content or services).

Apple made significant changes to enhance consumer privacy, adjusting privacy 
controls with its Apple iOS 14.5 release in April 2021. The update gave iPhone and 
iPad users much more control over how to share their data (or not) with third parties. 

The most significant new feature is a consent request that appears when 
an Apple user visits a website or app that wants to track user activity. The 
notification asks for explicit consent from the user to track their activity across a 
company’s websites and apps. With the tap of a button, users can now opt out 
of tracking—and this is exactly what they’re doing.

Since the change, only 24% of iPhone users have consented to be tracked. 
Meta’s Chief Financial Officer, Dave Wehner, blames the iOS update for $10 
billion in lost advertising sales in 2021 and a 26% drop in Meta’s stock price.

The iOS update isn’t just impacting Meta. Twitter, Pinterest and Snap all took big 
hits to their stock prices at the start of 2022. That’s because the scale of Apple’s 
reach is enormous. According to Statista, America alone has over 113 million 
iPhone users (about 47% of U.S. smartphone users). There are over 1.8 billion 
active Apple devices in use around the world. 

In early 2020, Google pledged to eliminate support of third-party cookies in Chrome, a web browser with over 
3 billion global users. The initial plan was to end the use of third-party cookies within two years, but Google 
subsequently rolled back the timeline to the second half of 2024.  

Google’s late to the game when it comes to disabling cookies. Apple began restricting cookie support in its 
Safari browser in 2017. Then, in 2020, Safari began blocking third-party cookies by default. In June 2019, Mozilla 
announced that their Firefox browser’s desktop and Android versions would block third-party cookies. 

Google’s share of the browser market is much larger than Mozilla’s and Apple’s, so the deprecation of third-party 
cookies is predicted to have a much larger impact on companies that rely on cookies to sell targeted ads. Losing 
third-party cookies means less-effective targeting for advertisers and less insight into consumer behavior since 
advertisers will no longer be able to track user behavior across websites and apps. 

Source: Apple

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/26/technology/personaltech/apple-app-tracking-transparency.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/03/technology/apple-privacy-changes-meta.html#:~:text=Apple%20made%20significant%20changes%20to,have%20opted%20to%20block%20tracking.
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/03/technology/apple-privacy-changes-meta.html#:~:text=Apple%20made%20significant%20changes%20to,have%20opted%20to%20block%20tracking.
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/03/technology/apple-privacy-changes-meta.html#:~:text=Apple%20made%20significant%20changes%20to,have%20opted%20to%20block%20tracking
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/03/technology/apple-privacy-changes-meta.html#:~:text=Apple%20made%20significant%20changes%20to,have%20opted%20to%20block%20tracking
https://www.statista.com/statistics/236550/percentage-of-us-population-that-own-a-iphone-smartphone/#:~:text=Currently%20there%20are%20more%20than,has%20access%20to%20a%20smartphone.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/543218/worldwide-internet-users-by-browser/#:~:text=In%202021%2C%20there%20were%20an,users%20for%20Chrome%20and%20Safari.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/543218/worldwide-internet-users-by-browser/#:~:text=In%202021%2C%20there%20were%20an,users%20for%20Chrome%20and%20Safari.
https://blog.google/products/chrome/updated-timeline-privacy-sandbox-milestones/
https://blog.mozilla.org/en/products/firefox/todays-firefox-blocks-third-party-tracking-cookies-and-cryptomining-by-default/#:~:text=We%20first%20enabled%20this%20default,aspects%20of%20your%20Firefox%20experience.
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT212025
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In addition, the loss of third-party cookies will make it more difficult to measure digital advertising effectiveness. 
Advertisers rely on cookies to track user conversions (e.g., sales, sign-ups, etc.) and attribute them back to the 
advertising exposure. Without cookies, it will be more difficult to track user conversions and attribute them to 
specific marketing initiatives.

Increasing competition for digital advertising 
In the U.S., digital advertising spend is expected to grow by 50% over the next three years. It’s predicted to 
reach $300 billion by 2025 and comprise the vast majority (75%) of all media spending.

Digital advertising spend is up across the board, according to the Internet 
Advertising Bureau (IAB). In May 2022, the IAB noted that digital video 
advertising spend was up 49% in 2021 and is expected to increase again in 
2022, reaching $49.2 billion by the end of this year.

Zenith, the media arm of Publicis Groupe, predicts that digital advertising is 
expected to exceed 60% of total advertising spend in 2022, accounting for 
more advertising dollars than offline media for the first time ever.   

Notably, U.S. marketing spending is expected to increase beyond pre-
pandemic levels in 2022, increasing 8.7% to $539 billion. Globally, 
marketing spend will increase by about 7% to just under $1.4 trillion. 
This rise in media spend is being fueled in part by growing digital and 
alternative media buys. 

This trend of increased digital media spend—and competition—is likely to continue as businesses shift their 
advertising budgets to digital channels and platforms that can reach large audiences at scale. As businesses 
pivot to spending more on digital advertising, they face increased pressure to show a return on that investment. 
This reinforces the impacts of demand for high-quality space, as measurement showing ROI is easier on the 
logged-in web.

Shifting consumer behavior
Remember the “banner blindness” phenomenon we mentioned earlier? That’s still happening, and, by all 
accounts, it’s getting worse. Time spent with ad-supported media is declining. It fell to its lowest point in 2021, 
with U.S. consumers spending 46.6% of their time viewing ad-supported media and global consumers spending 
only 55% of their time.

When comparing spending vs. consumption, in the U.S., consumer time spent with ad-supported media rose 
just 0.01% in 2021, while total advertising and marketing spending jumped 8.7%.

Less available advertising inventory exacerbates increased demand for media, together contributing to the 
higher cost of reaching customers.

At the same time, consumer tolerance of ads is waning even when those ads defray the cost of content. A 2022 
IAB report commissioned by PwC found that consumers are migrating to ad-light and ad-free content platforms 
due, in part, to bad experiences from intrusive, irrelevant and redundant ads. As consumers opt out, publishers 
have fewer impressions to offer advertisers.

Less available 
advertising 
inventory 
exacerbates 
increased demand 
for media, together 
contributing to the 
higher cost of
reaching customers.

”

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/insights/digital-advertising-market-trends-predictions/
https://www.iab.com/news/digital-video-ad-spend-increased-49-in-2021-and-expected-to-reach-nearly-50-billion-in-2022-according-to-iabs-2021-video-ad-spend-and-2022-outlook-report/
https://www.zenithmedia.com/digital-advertising-to-exceed-60-of-global-adspend-in-2022/
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/369026/marketing-spending-rebounds-poised-for-sustained.html
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/370183/time-spent-with-ad-supported-media-falls-to-466.html
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/370183/time-spent-with-ad-supported-media-falls-to-466.html
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/370183/time-spent-with-ad-supported-media-falls-to-466.html
https://www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/IAB-PWC-Outlook-2022-The-Digital-Advg-Ecosystem-Oct-2021.pdf
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GDPR, CCPA and other privacy laws 
The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), introduced in 2018, imposed new rules around data 
collection, storage and use. The law requires that websites in the EU (and those that reach EU visitors) get 
explicit consent to collect visitor data such as cookies and personally identifiable information (PII). 

California’s Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) went into effect in 2021, giving California consumers more control over 
the information businesses collect about them, including knowing about and deleting what’s being collected. 

As a result of these new laws, Meta and Google changed how they collect and use data for targeted advertising. 

For example, Meta allows advertisers to target people on Facebook and Instagram based on topics, 
demographics, behaviors, and personal preferences. But as of January 2022, Meta scaled back detailed 
targeting options, preventing advertisers from targeting certain sensitive categories associated with health, 
sexual orientation, religion and political beliefs.

How bad is it?
CPM inflation hurts advertisers in a few ways, but the bottom line is that advertisers are getting less bang for 
their digital media budgets. Rising CPMs, degraded targeting, challenges with measurement and dwindling 
consumer attention equal poor ROI. 

Even if your digital media budget remains the same, if you do nothing to improve the effectiveness of your 
campaigns, your ROI will plummet.

The higher cost of digital advertising also has a ripple effect on other aspects of the marketing mix. For example, 
suppose an advertiser has a fixed goal for acquiring new customers or meeting brand targets through paid 
media. That may force them to reallocate money away from other important marketing initiatives like marketing 
research, product development, or organic marketing tactics like SEO and content marketing.

Some marketers are again turning to traditional media channels like print, radio, and TV to rise above the 
advertising clutter and get better value from their advertising dollars. The Harvard Business Review recently 
reported that advertising spending on traditional channels is predicted to increase for the first time in a decade. 
This is due to the confluence of several factors, including digital advertising clutter, consumer trust and third-
party cookies’ ongoing decline.

Lower returns on digital media, particularly when platforms control inventory and campaign measurement, add 
fuel to the fire of CPM inflation. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr.asp#:~:text=Adopted%20in%20April%202016%2C%20the,a%20two%2Dyear%20transition%20period.
https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/removing-certain-ad-targeting-options-and-expanding-our-ad-controls
https://hbr.org/2022/04/why-marketers-are-returning-to-traditional-advertising
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New privacy-focused advertising technologies aren’t a magic bullet
Google and other ad-supported digital media companies are experimenting with workarounds that mitigate the 
loss of cookies. Google’s first attempt at this was its Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLoC). 

FLoC was a complex workaround for third-party cookies—instead of storing browsing data in a third-party server, 
it would be stored in a user’s browser. The specific user would be assigned 
a cohort ID, which would then be accessed via an API, feeding the data to 
websites as the user browsed online. 

Cohorts would change weekly based on a user’s browsing activity. 
This approach immediately raised privacy concerns and was ultimately 
scrapped in favor of Topics API, which associates topics with users, 
ditching the cohort approach completely. 

The new approach limits targeting to the topics that Google creates (there 
are currently 350 topics). Websites can opt out of certain topics and users 
can see the topics they’re associated with—and modify them.

Facebook’s answer to a cookieless future is the “Conversions API,” which 
bypasses the pixel-to-browser approach completely. With the Conversions 
API, Facebook advertisers send data directly from their website (or 
Customer Relationship Management, Customer Data Platform, Digital 
Experience Platform, etc.) to Facebook’s advertising platform. 

The Conversions API allows advertisers to share multiple data sources with Facebook, including offline data. 
However, it also reduces the ability of consumers to control the use of their personally identifiable information, 
like email addresses and names. This tracking method effectively bypasses the need for cookies. Still, website 
owners in the EU must notify their users that they’re sharing this data with Facebook and obtain consent to 
comply with GDPR. 

Advertisers who want to maintain targeting and tracking capabilities with platforms like Facebook and Google 
don’t have to hand over the keys to their customer data. They can manage it themselves using a reliable identity 
resolution platform.

Lower returns 
on digital media, 
particularly 
when platforms 
control inventory 
and campaign 
measurement, add 
fuel to the fire of 
CPM inflation. 

”

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2021/09/08/google-floc
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Countering CPM inflation with a data-driven approach
As quality media costs increase significantly, marketers will need to leverage tools and data to improve targeting 
and effectively measure media performance. This approach ensures the best return on your media investment.

It’s possible to counter the impact of CPM inflation by connecting your entire consumer data ecosystem, moving 
away from an over-reliance on third-party cookies and building strong customer relationships in the process.

There are four key strategies that advertisers can employ to gain an advantage over competitors and drive 
better business outcomes, as follows: 

Clean and enrich
your data

Correct and deduplicate customer and prospect data, 
integrating records into a single, accurate view of the 
customer. Enrich that data with additional points of 

contact and rich insights from demographics to 
behaviors and propensities.

Identify high-value
audiences

Create high-performance audience segments leveraging a 
combination of your own first-party data and rich data 

sources from Neustar and additional partners. Extend the 
scale of your audiences with lookalike modeling.

Activate omnichannel
campaigns

Syndicate audiences at scale using an omnichannel 
approach with offline and online touchpoints. Audience and 
market segments can be used in omnichannel remarketing 
campaigns. You can also use this information to personalize 

website content and messaging.

Analyze and optimize 
marketing ROI

Create a unified view of cross-channel marketing ROI by 
connecting market-and-consumer-level analytics. The 

information gleaned from this highly data-driven marketing 
approach enables you to adjust your media, audience, and 
channel strategies to analyze and optimize marketing ROI.

1 2

3 4
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The Neustar Marketing and Analytics Clean Room connects data from and to all sources and destinations with an identity graph, 
powering key marketing use cases from cleaning and enriching data to optimizing ROI.

Consumers find value in good experiences from companies – and expect them too! That increasingly means 
marketers must deliver personalized interactions across the buying journey. Recent data from McKinsey revealed 
that 71% of consumers expect companies to deliver this level of personalization.
 
The same study found that personalization drives better outcomes, with the fastest-growing companies driving 
40% more revenue from personalization versus their less successful peers. Understanding your customers means 
getting closer to them, removing the divide caused by walled gardens like Meta, Google and other platforms, 
and owning your customer data directly.

Putting identity at the heart of your marketing
The path to more effective marketing and fighting off CPM inflation begins with putting the customer at the heart 
of your marketing. Leveraging identity and solutions powered by an identity-based clean room allows marketers to 
build their own unique view of the consumer.

A consumer identity graph provides a snapshot of your customers across every touchpoint. It connects first-, 
second- and third-party customer data into a framework – while maintaining consumer privacy - that helps 
inform your marketing and analytics initiatives. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/growth-marketing-and-sales/our-insights/the-value-of-getting-personalization-right-or-wrong-is-multiplying
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Overcome CPM inflation with powerful marketing intelligence 
Regulatory reform is expected to increase as lawmakers across the globe grapple with how to fortify and protect 
consumer privacy. Meanwhile, consumers are becoming increasingly wary of advertising in its many iterations 
and more reluctant to exchange their information for access to content. 

Finally, brands and businesses must grapple with a limited amount of high-quality advertising inventory and 
a reduced capacity to measure advertising effectiveness while also being mindful of complying with privacy 
regulations (or risk heavy penalties and fines).

Luckily, the outlook is bright for companies that proactively manage and 
improve data to orchestrate the complete customer journey. Nearly 80% 
of consumers said they’d be willing to share their information for a more 
personalized experience. 88% of respondents said that if they feel a brand 
listens to their needs, they view their products as higher quality.

CPM inflation is hitting marketing budgets across all industries and market 
sectors. Effective audience targeting, segmentation and measurement is 
the best way to combat the negative impact this has on your ROI. 

Segmentation, audience-building, and activation solutions that respect 
consumer privacy will enable you to deliver personalized experiences 
and provide the insights you need to adjust your addressable media 
allocation, audience targets, creative, and publisher placements.

By taking a proactive approach to managing and improving data, you can orchestrate the complete customer 
journey from start to finish. Learn how to make your advertising dollars work harder for you through CPM 
inflation by contacting Neustar here.

By taking a 
proactive approach 
to managing and 
improving data, you 
can orchestrate the 
complete customer 
journey from start 
to finish.

”

https://www.toolbox.com/marketing/customer-experience/news/76-customers-are-comfortable-sharing-their-data-for-personalization-merkle-report/
https://www.home.neustar/about-us/contact-us
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ABOUT TRANSUNION (NYSE: TRU) 
TransUnion is a global information and insights company that makes trust possible in the modern economy. 
We do this by providing an actionable picture of each person so they can be reliably represented in the 
marketplace. As a result, businesses and consumers can transact with confidence and achieve great things. We 
call this Information for Good.® A leading presence in more than 30 countries across five continents, TransUnion 
provides solutions that help create economic opportunity, great experiences, and personal empowerment for 
hundreds of millions of people. www.transunion.com

ABOUT NEUSTAR 
Neustar, a TransUnion company, is a leader in identity resolution providing the data and technology that enable 
trusted connections between companies and people at the moments that matter most. Neustar offers industry-
leading solutions in marketing, risk, and communications that responsibly connect data on people, devices, and 
locations, continuously corroborated through billions of transactions. Learn how your company can benefit from 
the power of trusted connections. www.home.neustar

http://www.transunion.com
https://www.home.neustar/

